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Meet The Teacher... Laidley Poulton

What is your role at Southern Montessori School? 
I am a student wellbeing counsellor.
What is your favourite part of this job?
Experiencing a student’s story and walking with them through
whatever problem they may be going through. Having the
opportunity to provide support and raise awareness of mental
health is a truly rewarding experience.
What are your hobbies/interests?
Playing touch football, watching movies, music and travelling.
Can you tell us a bit about your family? 
My wife Christina and I have two boys (Theo-11, Liam-8) and
we live in Athelstone, close to Black Hill and Morialta National
Parks.
What is the best part about working at Southern
Montessori School? 
Having the opportunity to work between two campuses and talk
to students about their problems and then helping them find
solutions.

 
By Liam Young



Sculpting
Students in the sculpture group have been designing their
own sculpture to make at the end of the year, through
experimenting with different materials in class and
researching styles of sculpting. To experiment with materials,
students made mini sculptures out of clay, marshmallows and
pasta, and natural materials collected by students, tied
together with wire. The only requirement for the final product
of the term is that the sculpture must reflect realism; the
imperfect parts of life. Besides this, students have been given
the freedom to make their sculpture out of whatever they
would like (within reason, of course), with one person making
theirs out of chocolate! The students in this group have each
expressed that they have learnt a lot and are thoroughly
enjoying this topic.

Manga
The manga group have been learning about the genres,
character archetypes and styles of manga, and are planning
to make their own manga plot, character and book cover by
the end of the term. They started with the basics;
anatomy/body proportions and faces. This helped them to
learn to draw characters quickly, without references. They are
learning how to show emotions through facial expressions
and body language of characters. To make their manga, the
students must choose a genre, then design their manga and
character around it. The cover they create must give an
insight into what the manga may be about. Hopefully the
students will showcase their finished art.

Film Clip
Students in the film clip group have been set the task of
creating a music video for a pre-existing song. The video will
follow a story created by the student groups and will be filmed
using props, costumes and the students as actors. It is a
great learning opportunity as it gives the students an insight
into film production as a career

Thank you for reading, by Ash :)

Creative Expression Term 3
This term, there are 3 different groups for CE: Sculpting, Manga and Film clip. I'm
sure the groups are curious what the others are doing, so I decided to investigate.



Outer banks 
Outer banks is a Netflix exclusive show. It consists of
two seasons, the most recent season having only come
out under a month ago. This show is about four teens,
John B and his friends who are on a hunt to find
treasure linked to his father’s disappearance. However,
they soon find out they are not the only ones looking for
this treasure. Who else is after this treasure? Who will
find it first? What happened to John B’s father? Find out
by watching this amazing, thrilling and exciting show. 

Loki
Loki is a Disney+ exclusive show. It only has one
season currently but has a second season estimated to
come out, however there is not a confirmed release
date yet. This show is about the Marvel villain Loki and
his journey through a prison-like place called the ‘TVA.’
Throughout this journey he finds the good in his heart
and makes unexpected friends. Follow Loki and his
adventure on this thrilling and entertaining fantasy
show. 

Movies and TV shows

Lucifer 
Lucifer is a Netflix exclusive show. It currently consists
of five seasons with the final season coming out on
September 10th. Lucifer is a fantasy based show which
takes place in Los Angeles. Lucifer, the main character
joins the police force and helps to solve crimes with his
partner Chloe Decker. All seems to be going well until
his past and family starts creeping up on him. Lucifer is
a very funny, exciting and capturing show that makes
you say “just one more episode” all night long. 

by Yavany



Jewellery
Jewellery can pull your outfit together to turn

it from casual to nicer, going out clothes.
There are many different types of jewellery
that people wear but the trendiest one is

gold. Layered gold chains and tarot
necklaces can pull your outfit together. But
gold hoops and huggies for earrings can
add colour and match with the necklaces.

Big chunky gold or resin rings can also add
colour and match with the other gold in the

outfit making it more presentable. 

Fashion

Tops
Colourful and patterned tops with

colours that match gold can bring the
colours out in your hair and skin. Tops
with wide necklines leave room for your
layered chains and can make your outfit
look simple but bold. Tight cropped tops
with a baggy jacket or jumper over the

top can look comfy but can show others
you know how to dress. Oversize

hoodies and crew necks can add that
casual and comfy aspect to your outfit.

 

Fashion can impact our daily lives and who we are as a person. You can tell a lot about a
person by what they wear and how they dress. Most people try to keep up with the latest
fashion trends to fit in and be fashionable. If you are not quite sure what trends are your

favourite I have put together some for you to choose your aesthetic. But please do keep in
mind that if you don’t wear these things it doesn’t mean you aren’t trendy. Whatever you

want to wear and whatever you think is cool is cool.



 
Pants

Wide leg, flare, or baggy pants can complement a
tight cropped top very well giving you shape and
detail. Pants with colours that are the same as in
your top or ones that match can make your outfit
coordinated and make sure nothing is clashing. 

 

Shoes
Black high top Converses go with wide
leg pants and can add that casual part

of the outfit to your look. White flat soled
casual sneakers like Airforces can also

go well with trendy pants. 
 

Accessories 
Baguette bags with bold patterns and colours

can complement your top really well. Fluffy
tote bags or even a plain tote bag with a
design you love on it can add the same

aspect to your outfit that a baguette bag does.
Doing your hair can also make a big impact
on what you are wearing. Claw clips are a

good option for long hair if you want to wear it
up and be fashionable at the same time.

 

by Chloe M


